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Summary
Within health and health care, medical informatics and its subspecialties of biomedical, clinical, and public health informatics have emerged as a new discipline with increasing demands for its own workforce. Knowledge and skills in medical informatics are widely acknowledged as crucial to future success in patient care, research relating to biomedicine, clinical care, and public health, as well as health policy design. The maturity of the domain and the demand on expertise necessitate standardized training and certification of professionals. The American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) embarked on a major effort to create professional level education and certification for physicians of various professions and specialties in informatics. This article focuses on the AMIA effort in the professional structure of medical specialization, e.g., the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) and the related Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). This report summarizes the current progress to create a recognized sub-certificate of competence in Clinical Informatics and discusses likely near term (three to five year) implications on training, certification, and workforce with an emphasis on clinical applied informatics.
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Clinical Informatics: A new specialty

New medical specialties and subspecialties emerge over time like Anesthesia in the 19th century or Emergency Medicine in the 20th century [1]. Medical Informatics and its subspecialties of Biomedical, Clinical, and Public Health informatics have emerged as a new discipline within health and health care in the 21st century - after a gestation period of roughly sixty years [1]. The formative period coincides with the development of computer science – information and communications technology – and the emergence of electronic health records as essential technology for health care. It also coincides with the development of training programs in biomedical, clinical, and public health informatics. The American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) is the professional home for biomedical and health informaticians. In response to the needs of a growing work force in Clinical Informatics, AMIA developed a professional code of ethics as well as a front ranking scientific research journal, Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association (JAMIA). In 2006, AMIA was elected to full membership in the Council of Medical Specialty Societies [1], in recognition of its importance as an emerging specialty area in healthcare.

Clinical Informatics is not only one of the first new subspecialties that have emerged in this century, in the authors’ opinion; it is fundamentally different from all prior subspecialties. Even though the knowledge and skills of a medical informatician are unique, the need for informatics as an essential component of daily medical care and research cuts across all primary specialties [4]. For example, clinical specialties like surgery, pediatrics, and internal medicine rely on informaticians and to a lesser extent information and communication technologists to implement, manage, and advance electronic health record systems, aid in designing clinical decision support and manage research data. Imaging and laboratory specialties have long had a need for experts in clinical information systems. Expertise in Clinical Informatics has been recognized as crucial for the operation of clinical institutions as demonstrated by the large number of newly created Chief Medical Informatics Officer (CMIO) [5] and Chief Nursing Informatics Officer (CNIO) [6] positions. Because Clinical Informatics is of growing importance and value to all existing medical specialties, at this point it is possible if not probable that it will be incorporated as a subspecialty certification option open to all existing primary specialties.

Workforce Demands

In 2004, then President George W. Bush called for the widespread use of electronic health records (EHRs) by 2014 [7]. This challenge generated an important goal for those in Clinical Informatics but it quickly became apparent that the US health care system was sorely lacking the informatics savvy workforce sufficient in number and knowledge to accomplish this goal. These work force demands dictated that it was time for Clinical Informatics to evolve from an avocational or part time activity of self-identified informaticians to a fully professional career track with training, standards, codes of ethics and certification. Clinical Informatics needed to shed its status as a ‘club’ sport and become a fully recognized profession within the house of medicine.

Knowledge and skills in Clinical Informatics are widely acknowledged as crucial to future success in patient care, research related to biomedicine, and public health, as well as to health policy design and implementation. It is apparent that success in realizing electronic health record systems depends more on knowledge and expertise like needs assessment, organizational leadership, and change management skills than on information technology itself. The core expertise of a medical informatician is thus more strategic than tactical in nature. The training requirements proposed by AMIA incorporate these competencies as a central element of the training for clinical informaticians.
AMIA is the professional home to clinical informaticians representing a variety of health professions including medicine. Clinical Informatics professionals are not the first to develop a professional model: The nursing profession created a certified nurse informatician [8] and as of November 2000, 381 nurses had been certified as nurse informaticians by the American Nurses Credentialing Center [9]. Several years ago, pathologists within AMIA started an unsuccessful effort to create formal informatics specialty training and certification.

In 2005, the membership of AMIA concluded at a town hall meeting that AMIA should move forward with creating a formal certification program for health professionals in Clinical Informatics, beginning with physicians. The AMIA Board then formally approved a strategic plan to pursue a Clinical Informatics subspecialty within the structure of the American Board of Medical Specialties. In 2010, AMIA will embark upon an effort to create an Advanced Inter-Professional Informatics Certification process to supplement the existing nurse certification and support professional education for practicing dentists, pharmacists, as well as physicians and others who do not wish to seek certification through ABMS. This paper will focus solely on establishing physician subspecialization in Clinical Informatics.

### Requirements to establish a subspecialty in Clinical Informatics

While options other than the America Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) for physician certification and the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) for training program accreditation exist, the importance and leadership of these two organizations [10] are so solidly established that essentially, they oversee the approval of new specialties in medicine. The ABMS approves the content of a medical specialty and through their member boards oversees the creation of a competency examination and the certification of physicians, who meet their training standards. The ACGME offers accreditation to training programs that meet the subspecialty’s formal training criteria. Before the ACGME would establish the program accreditation process, a new specialty would traditionally first receive approval from the ABMS. AMIA officers have also communicated with ACGME officials in the past so they are aware that work is moving forward in a timely manner.

The establishment of Clinical Informatics as a subspecialty requires that several conditions be met. First, one must convince physician peers within the ABMS governance structure that the emerging discipline is substantive and essential to the health care needs of patients. In short, the specialty must pass the test of being vital to comprehensive care (e.g., the vital importance of the EHR for the ‘Medical Home’ [11]) for the sick and injured as well as being important to preventing illness and maintaining health status. Markers to determine the essential nature of a specialty include the availability of formal educational programs of sufficient rigor and length and the definition of knowledge and skills relevant and critical to working as a professional in the discipline. The existence of one or more scholarly publications in the field that offer peer reviewed articles is another marker. The existence of an organizational home for such professionals like AMIA is a prerequisite, as is a professional code of ethics.

Other criteria include documentation of regular well organized meetings, with a national scale and scope that offer relevant high quality continuing educational programs. It is necessary that the subspecialty demonstrate the existence of a ‘population’ of practicing medical professionals in the discipline. Both, the American College of Medical Informatics (ACMI – a college of elected fellows who have made significant and sustained contributions to the field of medical informatics) and an active well established Clinical Informatics working group within AMIA, are indicators of stability and permanence.

Further requirements include demonstration of well structured collection of the knowledge and skills that comprise competence in the field and well formulated training requirements. While AMIA as an organization fulfilled several other criteria simply by serving as the professional home for biomedical and health informaticians, and by providing continuing medical education and
Clinical Informatics subspecialty: A Prediction for the early years.

This section describes the process to move from submission of the appropriate documentation from ABPM to the ABMS for formal review and action. The ABPM has formally notified ABMS that the documents will be forthcoming in early 2010 for initial review and subsequent formal action by 2011 or possibly 2012 if more time is essential to meet all the ABMS requirements. While there is no guarantee of success until the vote by ABMS, nearly all boards have expressed support for Clinical Informatics and ABPM will offer it to all of the 24 boards. When and if it is approved, Clinical Informatics will become a sub-board of the ABPM. ABPM will provide resources and set basic requirements, e.g., minimum standards for a formal certification examination and a process for Maintenance Of Certification (MOC)³.

Establishing a new Subspecialty

Currently, AMIA is collaborating with the ABPM in the preparation of the formal application. The application must include extensive information about the specialty, proposed requirements for initial certification and maintenance of certification. Many details related to the way this subspecialty will conduct its work have to be discussed and decided, for example wording of the certificate, expiration period of the certificate, managing of 'practice' tracks, etc.
The proposed process for the initial certification and the MOC will be examined by ABMS in its internal review. This will first involve the Committee on Certification, Subcertification, and Maintenance of Certification (COCERT), prior to review and approval from the ABMS Board of Directors and the ABMS Assembly. Gaining approval from COCERT is a key hurdle.

Once approved, a sub-board examination committee will be created consisting of 9 to 11 experts. AMIA and perhaps other organizations will nominate members for the examination committee. These experts will be trained by ABPM in test development and will create a set of examination specifications and a pool of candidate ‘items’ (examination questions). A standard setting exercise is involved to test ‘items’ as well as to determine the pass point on the initial examination. A pool of 300 questions must be created and many candidate questions will in all likelihood fail the requirements to be part of the examination. The process for creating and maintaining examinations will involve the annual committee meeting to review new items contributed to the pool, removing outdated items from the pool, and selecting items for the forthcoming examination. After each examination cycle, the committee meets to review experiences with the examination itself as well as any issues relating to its administration.

Policies based on those adopted by the ABPM must be developed by the sub-board examination committee for reviewing and scoring the examinations. Applications for those wishing to sit for the examination need to be developed and reviewed prior to the first examination. This entire process must be repeated every five years to assure currency of the examination. The initial process involves some additional steps since Clinical Informatics is a new subspecialty.

ABPM will have administrative and legal responsibility for the certification examination and it will collect the fees and pay sub-board expenses. ABPM is responsible to ABMS for compliance of its Clinical Informatics sub-board and maintains oversight. Currently unresolved is whether or not AMIA will have a liaison seat on the ABPM Board or be given a formal seat.

Individual Certification Process

Like other sub-specialties, eligibility of physicians to sit for the certification examination in Clinical Informatics will require successful completion of a Clinical Informatics fellowship. Once ABMS approval is obtained, fellowships must be established and must meet the standards for ACGME. Existing and new fellowship programs must become accredited through the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, which will designate a residency review committee (RRC) to peer-review fellowship programs. All formal training programs must have a sponsoring institution. Most likely, this will be a medical school. Fellowship programs that have more than one training site must have a formal agreement (program letter of agreement) with all training site(s) that must be renewed at least every five years [12].

Initially there will be two tracks to become eligible for the board examination. Successful completion of an accredited fellowship program will be available indefinitely and is the gold standard. Initially there will likely be an option of a ‘practice’ track. A practice track for a new subspecialty typically is limited to five years (starting with the initial examination); a minimum set of practice requirements are identified. Typically, the minimum practice requirements do not require full time practice but demonstration of concentrated practice of some duration in the field is required. Figure 1 shows the complete process for both tracks from eligibility to recertification. Usually, it takes 18-24 months from the initiation of a new subspecialty board until the examination becomes available.

Maintenance of Certification

After the first examination, a MOC process must be developed. Due to the nature of Clinical Informatics and the anticipation of widespread EHRs use by then, some novel evaluation approaches might be possible. AMIA will develop continuing education opportunities to meet standards for maintenance of competency. AMIA expects that the presence of the Academic Forum will generate a number of distributed programs in the early years. The standard cycle for board re-certification is
ten years, when candidates have to demonstrate that they met the requirements for re-certification and have to sit again for a proctored examination.

AMIA will be a major provider for credits to meet the Part II (Lifelong learning & self assessment) MOC requirements and develop programs to meet the ABPM MOC Part IV (Practice Performance Assessment) program.

Subspecialty Board Timelines (Caveat emptor)

The following timelines are estimates. Final approval from ABMS is sought in the fall of 2011 with sub-board requirements and examination development complete by the summer of 2012 (no later than 2013). Potentially, the first certification examinations in Clinical Informatics would be administered in the Fall of 2012 and initial certificates issues would be issued in January 2013. If all goes as hoped, the ABPM will decide in the spring of 2012 whether or not the first examination can be offered in the fall of 2012.

Conclusion

AMIA, as the specialty home for Clinical Informatics, has initiated the genesis of a Subspecialty Board. AMIA members have supported this effort enthusiastically. Medical Informaticians will be able to become Subspecialty Board Certified as early as 2012.
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Fig. 1 Medical informatics sub-board certification
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